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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper applies a Markov Chain approach based on quadratic programming model to forecast the trends of 
energy production and consumption structures. The proposed models are used to simulate China’s energy 
consumption structure during 2003–2013 and forecast its trends from 2014 to 2020. The proposed models can 
effectively simulate and forecast the structures of energy production and consumption. Our study demonstrates that 
the growth rate of energy consumption in China will decrease, and the proportions of natural gas and other 
renewable energy will keep growing. However, the increasing rate is far from satisfactory; China may fail to 
achieve the 13th Five-Year Development Plan. Therefore the Chinese government should take more effort to achieve 
its energy plan. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Energy has already become one of the most important guarantees for social activities, and it is the material basis of 
the national economy. Starting from the time of the two oil crises, energy has been a hot topic of the international 
community. In recent years, due to the requirements of economic development and dwindling energy resources in 
the world, China's energy security has emerged with many problems caused by the conflicts and the wars around 
world. So we need to find some methods to make sure energy security. In the meantime, the energy structure reform 
has played an increasingly important role to improve China's economy and the level of social development. 
Therefore the prediction and the adjustment of energy structure have been becoming very important. Because of the 
haze, the government pays more and more attention to low-carbon and cleans energy to protect our environment. 
That also needs to change the energy structure. To save the energy and decrease the carbon dioxide emission, the 
target of the Twelfth Five-Year Development Plan was modified to 16% reduction in the 12th Five-Year (2011–
2015), and the proportion of coal and crude oil should be decreased while the proportion of clean energies, such as 
natural gas and other new energies, should be increased. Thus the consumptions of gas and other clean energies 
increase fast in recent years. As the Thirteenth Five-Year Plan is coming, we need to know that according to the 
reality, how much the energy ratios will be in 2020. As the improvement at such speed, can we achieve the targets. 
 
There have been many forecasting models applied in energy problems, such as regression analysis, time series 
analysis, artificial neural network, semi-parametric approach and non-parametric method [1–4]. Wu [5] applied the 
Bayesian vector autoregressive methodology to forecast China's energy consumption and to discuss potential 
implications. Zhu [6] introduced an endogenous economic growth model to demonstrate energy input and economic 
growth. However, these models typically require a large number of observations to make sensible predictions. The 
prediction objects involved in more simple, the shorter the time involved in the future, the accuracy of predictions 
may be higher; the more complex matters involved, the more influential factors involved, the poorer the accuracy of 
the prediction will be. But the developing trends of the energy system are changed significantly and the available 
observations are limited and cannot satisfy the requirements of those traditional methods. To forecast the developing 
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trends with limited data sequence, a new model working with small data sets is necessary to overcome the limited 
data availability.  
So we will use the Markov Chain to do the prediction. A Markov chain is a stochastic process with the Markov 
property. The term "Markov chain" refers to the sequence of random variables such a process moves through, with 
the Markov property defining serial dependence only between adjacent periods (as in a "chain"). It can thus be used 
for describing systems that follow a chain of linked events, where what happens next depends only on the current 
state of the system. Markov prediction uses the stochastic process change law to do prediction. Krogh A [7] applied 
the hidden Markov model in predicting transmembrane protein topology. Also some researchers used Markov model 
in different areas, such as futures, weather and medicines [8-12]. 

 
DATA 
The annual data of total amounts and structures of energy production and consumption of China for the period 
2003–2013 are provided by the National Bureau of Statistics of China [13], as shown in Figs 1 and 2. The variables 
are the total consumption、coal consumption、oil consumption、gas consumption and others energy consumption 
(wind energy, nuclear energy, hydro-energy and solar energy). The unit is million tons of coal equivalents. From 
2003 to 2013 the total energy consumption changed from 183791.82 million tons of coal equivalent to 375000 
million tons of coal equivalent, the consumption of coal changed from 128286.82 million tons to 247500 million 
tons, and the consumption of gas doubles five times. We can also find the consumption trend of different energies 
through Fig1. The main energy consumption is the coal. Although we have made efforts to reduce using coal. The 
structures of China’s energy production and consumption were also unbalanced during 2003–2013. China is a 
country with abundant coal and scarce crude oil and natural gas, as shown in Fig2, and we can get that the 
percentage of gas and nuclear, wind, solar consumptions have been increasing and the percentage of coal and oil is 
decreasing. 
 

. 
 

Fig.1 The trends of different energies 
 
1. Develop model 
A Markov chain is a sequence of random variables X�, X�, X� , …with the Markov property, namely that, given the 
present state, the future and past states are independent. Formally,Pr	X
�� = x|X� = x�, … X
 = x
� = Pr	X
�� =x|X
 = x
�, if both conditional probabilities are well defined, i.e. if		Pr	X� = x�, … X
 = x
� > 0 .The possible 
values of Xi form a countable set S called the state space of the chain. Markov chains are often described by a 
sequence of directed graphs, where the edges of graph n are labeled by the probabilities of going from one state at 
time n to the other states at time n+1,	Pr	X
�� = x|X
 = x
� . The same information is represented by the 
transition matrix P from time n to time n+1. However, Markov chains are frequently assumed to be 
time-homogeneous (see variations below), in which case the graph and matrix are independent of n and so are not 
presented as sequences. And the Markov matrix is a matrix used to describe the transitions of a Markov chain. Each 
of its entries is a nonnegative real number representing a probability. From these theory, we use S	0� = [S�	0�, S�	0�, … , S
	0�]to indicate the initial state probability vector and S	k� = [S�	k�, S�	k�, … , S
	k�] is after k times 
transfer`s state probability vector. Then we can find：  
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�	1� = �	0� × �                                                                             (1) �	�� = �	0� × ��                                                                            (2) 
That is the Markov prediction model. 
 

 
Fig.2 The percentage of different energies 

 
2.  Probability matrix estimation  
In the actual situation, it is generally difficult to directly find the probability transfer matrix. Therefore, in order to 
obtain precise transfer matrix, we can use the optimization ideas to solve. Minimize the sum of absolute value error 
between the actual value and observation value as the objective function. Assume that the transition matrix 
isP = 	p���
×
.  

Suppose:	 !	�� = �!	�� − �#	��$ = �!	�� − ∑ �&	� − 1��&!'&(� . �#	��$  is the observation value after n times transfer. 
Then we can develop the model: 

)min- = ∑ ∑ |�!	�� − ∑ �&	� − 1��&!|'&(�.�(�'!(�/. 1 ∑ �&!'!(� = 1, 2 = 1,2, … , 4�&! ≥ 0, 2, 6 = 1,2, … , 4                                                    (3) 

 
This model is a nonlinear programming model with the absolute value. So it is difficult for us to solve. We can 
transform it into linear programming model through variable substitution.  

Suppose： 		7!	�� = 	89:	��8;9:	��� 						<!	�� = 	89:	��8�9:	���   

Then 7!	�� ≥ 0, 6 = 1,2, … , 4		� = 1,2, … ,= 
        <!	�� ≥ 0, 6 = 1,2, … , 4		� = 1,2, … ,= 
        7!	�� ∙ 	<!	�� = 0, 6 = 1,2, … , 4		� = 1,2, … ,=     																		 !	�� = 	<!	�� − 7!	��	, 6 = 1,2, … , 4		� = 1,2, … ,= 8 !	��8 = 	<!	�� + 	��	, 6 = 1,2, … , 4		� = 1,2, … ,= 
So, we can get: 
 

@A
B
AC min- = ∑ ∑ 	7!	�� −.�(�'!(� 	<!	���/. 1			�!	�� − ∑ �&	� − 1��&! + 7!	��−<!	�� = 0'&(�∑ �&!'!(� = 1, 2 = 1,2, … , 4�&! ≥ 0, 2, 6 = 1,2, … , 47!	�� ≥ 0, 	<!	�� ≥ 0

                                                (4) 

 
In this model, the constraints are achieved through the definition of step transition probability matrix. This 
optimization model is a quadratic programming model. We can use the softs such as MATLAB, GAMS, R or Lingo 
to solve it, here we use the Lingo to do this. 
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3. Example numerical analysis 
Taking the 2003-2013 data into formula (4), we can get a new model: 
 

@A
B
AC min- = ∑ ∑ 	7!	�� −�D�(�E!(� 	<!	���/. 1			�!	�� − ∑ �&	� − 1��&! + 7!	��−<!	�� = 0'&(�∑ �&!E!(� = 1, 2 = 1,2,3,4�&! ≥ 0, 2, 6 = 1,2,3,47!	�� ≥ 0, 	<!	�� ≥ 0, 2, 6 = 1,2,3,4				� = 1,2, … ,10

                                                (5) 

Using Lingo, we can the transition probability matrix P: 

P = HD.IEJ�KDD	D.��L�DLE	D.DDDDDDD	D.D��MDDDD.ME��MLK	D.EMJJEDE	D.DDDDDDD	D.DDDDDDD	D.DDDDDDD	D.DDDDDDD	D.I�LE�JM	D.�IDMI�M	D.DDDDDDD	D.DMELDDD	D.��JIKE�	D.IDJ�L��N                                                         (6) 

Using�[�] = �[D] × �, �['] = �[D] × �'	O4P	=O1Q2R	� , we can predict the energy consumption structure in 
2014-2020 (Table 1). 

 
Table.1 the prediction percentage of different energies 

 

year Coal% Oil% Gas% Others% 

2014 0.6589014 0.1815486 0.06103690 0.09848861 

2015 0.6566414 0.1803003 0.06359275 0.09941659 

2015 0.6540499 0.1794650 0.06581499 0.10059668 

2017 0.6514015 0.1787864 0.06779862 0.10191556 

2018 0.6487900 0.1781793 0.06960588 0.10330260 

2019 0.6462484 0.1776137 0.07127799 0.10471331 

2020 0.6437885 0.1770782 0.07284264 0.10611967 

 
 

. 
 

Fig.3 The prediction percentage of different energies    
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Forecasts suggest that proportions of coal and oil continue to fall, while ratios of gas, wind, nuclear and solar energy 

continue to rise. But if we want to achieve the low carbon target, we need to take a more strict policy measures. 

Otherwise, we cannot realize the goal of energy conservation and emissions reduction. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Forecasts are very important for the effective and creation implementation of energy policies. Considering the 
rapidly increasing energy consumptions and unbalanced energy production and consumption structures in China, 
accurate forecasting results of structures of energy production and consumption are essential to analyze the 
self-sufficiency rate and make new energy policies. The reform of energy structure is imperative, and the percentage 
is critical. In this paper, we use Markov chain to develop a quadratic programming model with constraints, and get 
the transition probability matrix. And we predict the China's energy consumption structure in the next few years. In 
2020, according to the government`s climate planning, one unit of GDP of carbon dioxide emissions should be 40% 
to 50% lower than in 2005, non-fossil energy accounted for the proportion of primary energy consumption to 15%, 
taking a further optimization to the industrial structure and energy structure. The coal and oil percentage is lower 
than our prediction. So in order to achieve this target, we need to speed up the oil and gas exploration and 
exploitation of the resources, promote the exploration and exploitation of the shale gas and other unconventional oil 
and gas resources. We should take the development of hydropower orderly, the development of nuclear power safely 
and efficiently, and take the development of wind power, solar energy and biomass energy vigorously. It may be 
rough to reform energy structure, but it is significant for energy restructuring and contributes to pollution control and 
to China's economic upgrade. Because the tasks of reform is arduous, we need to continue efforts 
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